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SANTA FE, NEW MEXKO, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27, 1913.
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"jTHAWIS VICT0fii"
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TODAY
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SOMETHING
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JUSTICE
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FIGHT
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BY PRESIDENT WILSON

TROOP
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PRESIDENT

SPEC IAL ENVOY J. LIND

MESSAGE COUNSELED

UPHGLDS

THE ATTORNEYS FOR THAW IN
San Francisco, Calif. Aug. 27. A
El Paso. Texas, Aug. 27. Prepara- GAMBOA,
MEXICAN MINISTER OF WAR, TELLS REASONS FOR REFUSING
completed jury was sworn in at noon
SPITE OF OBJECTIONS
BY THE tions were hurriedly made in Juarez
FORBIDDEN
TO
BOTH SIDES, ALL AMERICANS
LEAVE
today to try F. jjrew Caminetti on the
URGED TO
for a possible evacuation of tjfie
TO ACCEPT
JOHN UNO'S PROFFER OF PEACE.
SAYS EIGHTEEN OUT
indictment charging that he transport- COUNSEL FOR NEW YORK STATE. today
town by federal forces.
A
AND THE HOLDING
special
STRICTLY TO ACCOUNT OF THOSE RESPONSIBLE
ed Lola Norris from Sacramento
lu
OF TWENTY-SEVESTATES ARE UNDER ABSOLUTE CONTROL OF HUERTA
troop train of twenty cars was ordered
WHO CHEERING FOLLOWS.
Keiio for Immoral purposes, in violaFOR AMERICAN LOSSES OR SUFFERING, COMPOSE THE POLICY TOWARD
made ready by General Francisco Cas
tion of the white slave law. The gov
GOVERNMENT, AND CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES WOULD MEAN A RECtro, the commander, and all of the
ernment was prepared to state its
THE SOUTHERN REPUBLIC.
more than two thousand troops in the
OGNITION OF THE REBELS.
case and begin the introduction of tes- THAW GOES BACK TO
town were made ready for a quick
The jury is
timony this afternoon.
move. Federal officials would not adfor
JAIL FOR AWHILE LONGER mit that flight was planned, but the
the number of
conspicuous
wealthy men it. includes and, as In
soldiers have been assembled for leavHUERTA'S REPLY TO LIND IS
the Diggs trial, a majority of the juring. Fear of an expedition of Ameri- REFUSES TO AGREE TO THE
ors are married. Their nunies follow
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Aug. 27.
can military from Fort Bliss was said
K. Thaw, fugitive of Mattewan, wll! by Juarez people to be
Williams Adams, (No. 1) dealer in
ALSO GIVEN TO THE PUBLIC
general iu the
WITHDRAWAL OF HUERTA
remain in the Sherbrooke Jail indeti town.
light fixtures, married, has children.
Charleh D. Clausen, architect, bach- nitely to be "dealt with according to
Chaos at Torreon.
American refugees who left Torreon
elor, the only juror younger than the law."
This was the decision of Superior August 14 arrived here today and say
Washington, D. C, Aug. 27. Presi- the house adjourned and the senate defendant, who is 27.
Senor , Senor Gamboa deprecates the atti- dent Wilson appeared in person before filed back to its side of the capitol.
Washington. D. C, Aug.
Aza L. White, wealthy lumber deal- Court Judge Globensky this uftenioon 600 had been killed in the fighting
s
President Wilson, in person, ad- er 70 years old, married, has grown in granting the motion for discontinu- there when they left and that the Gamboa's reply, to the proposals sub tudo of the "rebels who style
congress today and laid bare to the
ance of a writ of habeas corpus. It federals were burning their dead in mitted through John. I.fnd opens with
because
world the details of this nation's ef- dressed congress today on the Mexican child.
constitutionalists,"
the statement that the "Mexican gov they refuse to "add their strength ta
forts to bring about peace In Mexico; situation, as follows:
Frederick S, Moody, president of was the second victory of the day for the streets of the city. Epidemics of
the facts concerning Huerta's rejec"Gentlemen of the Congress: It is the Moody estate married, has chil- the Thaw forces, the court having rul typhoid fever and typhus had started ernment lias paid due attention to the ours, so that altogether we would unadvice and consideration
ed in the forenoon that Canadian conn- and conditions were
expressed dertake the great and urgent task of
tion of the peace proposals and the clearly my duty to
desperate for the
place before you dren, is wealthy.
Kfi) roill'OttPli till
Vou- - Vni.tr slula ..mil.
of the United national reconstruction."
by the government
,
policy to be pursued now by this an- very fully and without reservation the
..v.,
Americans
i
T
there.
II
Federals
remaining
tiu
n.n..l .
...u-mm.um.ue pom ,ake no part in the proceedings at the had abandoned
"Were we to agree with them t
nounced position of the U"ited States facts concerning our
Gomez Palacio and Slates."
present relations player, club man and soicety leader,
the armistice suggested, we would.
It
are to be as follows:
"The
present.
suburbs
and
imputa
Continuing.
Lordo,
had
says:
rebels
with the republic of Mexico. The deentered
E. C. Bradley, former general
The decision, delivered In French, both towns and destroyed a number tlon contained in the first paragraph Ipso facto, recognize their belligerency
No armed intervention.
plorable position of affairs in Mexico I
of the Pacific Telephone & Tele was received in silence
mid this is something which cannot
Strict neutrality "forbidding the ex- neea not aescnoe, but I deem it my
by a packed of the stores.
Refugees say rebels of your instructions, that no progress
court room. The court had previously control both railroads leading to Tor- lias been made toward establishing in be done for many reasons which can.
portation of arms or munitions of duty to speak very frankly of what graph company, married, one son.
Charles E. Hunt, retired shoe mer- warned spectators that a repetition ot reon and had
not escape the perspicacity of tha
war of any kind from the United this
dynamited six trains on the capitol of Mexico, a government
government has done and seeks to
the forenoon's demonstration,
when the International railway before the that may enjoy the respect and obedl government of the United States ol
States to any part of the republic of do in fulfillment of its obligation to chant, married, no children.
America, which to this day, and pub
Benjamin H. Dibblee, former cap- the New York lawyers were ruled out. refugees left.
ence of the Mexican people, is
Mexico."
Mexico hereafter, as a friend and
licly, at least, has classed them as
Under no circumstances to "be par- neighbor, and to American citizens tain of the Harvard football team, now would mean jail sentences for those
rebels just the same as we have. And
tisans of either party to the contest whose lives and vital interests are Pacific coast manager for K. H. Rol- making it.
Senor flamboa declares that eight- U is
an accepted doctrine that no armThaw was taken hack to jail almost GOVERNOR'S FAVOR THE een of the twenty-seve"that now distracts Mexico, or consti- daily affected
states of Mex- istice can
the distressing condi- lins & Company, brokers; married, no
by
be arranged with rebels."
tute ourselves the virtual umpire be- tions which now obtain beyond our children.
immediately, while throngs that overico, the three territories and one fedSenor Gamboa declares that free
flowed the court house lawn and ad
tween them."
C. F. Michaels, member of a wholeeral district are under the absolute
southern border.
elections are guaranteed by law and
Tim
To urge all Americans to leave Mexjacent streets, cheered wildly.
PRESIDENTS POLICY
control of the present government'
drug company, has children.
"inese conditions touch us very saleWilliam
that no fear need be felt that these
his
lifted
hat
and
acknowled
ico at once and to assist them to get
prisoner
insuris
he
the
fire
southern frontier llaws
Adams, (No. 2),
says that
not merely because they lie at
nearly;
will not be enforced,
the
demonstration.
in
ged
way
every
possible.
away
open and at peace; that the governour very doors. That, of course, makes ance, bachelor.
"The request that General Victor
Sherhrooke, Quebec, Aug. 27. New- OUT OF
To let every one in Mexico who as- us more
ment
in
lias
an
men
of
the
tea
Thomas
H.
coffee
80,000
and
army
Haskins,
GOVERNORS
19
INTERVIEWED
AT
iano Huerta should agree not to ap
vividly and more constantly
York stale was ruled out of court
sumes to exercise authority, know that
field to insure complete peace.
conscious of them, and every instinct merchant, married, has children.
pear as a candidate for the presidency
in a dramatic preliminary
here
COLORADO CONFERENCE TODAY MOST
today
this government "shall
vigilantly o
marWilliam
If
A.
Senor
Gamboa says that
the good! of the repuhlilc in the
Heister, real estate,
interest and sympathy
s
skirmish with lawyers for Harry K.
coming
watch the fortunes of those Americans is neighborly
OF THEM AGREE WITH WILSON IN HIS offices of the United States "are to b
aroused and quickened by them; but ried, no children.
cannot be taken into consideraThaw, the Mattewan fugitive, fighting
who cannot get away and shall hold
ot the character of those now tender
one element in the deterthat is
tion, because, aside from its Strang.
deportation.
ANNOUNCED POLICY TOWARDS MEXICO ed to
those responsible for their sufferings minationonly
us, we should have to decli!-of our duty.
and unwarranted character, there is a
Globensky,
Superior
Judge
and losses to a definite reckoning."
hearing
THE
IN
DftV
CONGRESS
In the most catagorical and defi
them
"We are glad to call ourselves the
risk that the same might be interpretarguments of Thaw's counsel on a m;
"That can and will be made plain
nite manner."
ed as a matter of personal dislike."
friends of Mexico, and we shall I hope,
Denver, Colo., Aug. 27. The
tlon to discontinue a writ of habeas
beyond the possibility of a misunderSenate.
It suggests that the United State'
Tie declares that the legality of the
have many an occasion, in happier
Post today prints statements of
standing," declared the president.
on tariff corpus, absolutely refused to enter
Resumed consideration
best serve Mexico as follows:
times as well as in these days of trouof General Huerta cannot
the objections of Hector Verret. nineteen
government
tain
Negotiations for the friendly mediaconthe
governors attending
bill, income tax section taken up.
"If it should only watch that no ma be disputed, under the .Mexican constiThis was ference of
representing New York.
tion of the United States are open to ble and confusion to bIiow that our
considcommittee
relations
Colorado
at
Foreign
governors
and
teriaj
monetary assistance is giv tution.
friendship is genuine and disinterestgreeted with a wild outburst of cheerresumption at any time, on either the ed,
McGood-wimes en to rebels who find refuge, conspire
"The confidential agent may believe
capable of sacrifice and every gen- ered nomination of Preston
ing by a thousand . Canadian specta- Springs, on President Wilson's
initiative of this government or of
to
as
r.iiuiuter
Venezuela.
erous manifestation.
The peace, pros
tors. Thaw, rising, bowed in acknowl- sage. Most of the statements are fav and provide themselves with arms and that solely because of the sincere es- - '
Mexico.
confood on the) other side of the border: teem in which the
Lobby investigating committee
and contentment of Mexico
edgement.
people and the govorable to the administration's Mexi- if it should
Accompanying the president's ad- perity
tinued its hearing.
demand from its minor ernment of the
United States of
"Hooray for the British flag! Hoorav can policy.
dress was the reply of the Huerta gov- mean more, much more to us than
local
and
obrecessed
session.
Senate
for
authorities
the
coman
strictest
our
field
for
joint
America
are held by the people and
enlarged
for Harry Thaw!" shrieked men and
ernment rejecting the American pro- merely
Governor McDonald of New Mexico, servance of the neutrality laws, I can government of
House.
merce and enterprise. They mean an
Mexico, my government
women, standing, on chairs,
waving
posals. It was written by foreign Minassure
Mr.
Confidential
Passed resolution authorizing judi- handkerchiefs,- - parasols und hats.
declared that the president was right
you,
Agent, consented to take into consideration,
ister Gamboa. It suggested the fol- enlargement of the field of
that
the
and the restitution of the hopes ciary committee to investigate charges
complete pacification of th's and to answer as briefly as the matter
Judge Globensky later granted the in his view as to the hopelessness or
lowing alternative policy for the Unit- and
rights of a nation with whose best against U. S. Judge Emery Speer, of plea for the discontinuance of th! Huerta's attempt, to restore order. republic would be accomplished with- permits, the representations of which
ed States.
so long suppressed and Georgia.
you are tne bearer.
habeas corpus writ, and remanded "As to armed intervention," he added in a comparatively short time."
it
Otherwise,
Reception of a Mexican ambassador aspirations,
Continuing, the note says: "His ex would have rejected thera immediate
Convened in joint session with sen- - Thaw to Jail. This was a complete "I cannot say that I am in favor of It
disappointed, we deeply sympathize.
in Washington.
Mr.
is
un
Wilson,
cellency,
Mexican
We
to
the
shall
laboring
ly because of their humiliating and un- yet prove
It may be necessary some time, bv.t
ite at 1 p. in. and listened to Presi- victory for the Thaw lawyers.
That the United States send a new
Thaw bowed three times like n the question is as to whether it is der a serious delusion when he de- usual character."
detit Wilson deliver in person mes-ambassador to Mexico without re- people that we know how to serve
clares
the
that
Senor Gamboa proposes the followthem without first thinking how we sage on Mexican affairs, which wasjstar taking a curtain call before
present situation of
time yet. We must take into constraints.
Mexico is incompatible with the com- ing:
His
cheekr sideration the right of Mexico as an
"Equally decorous arrangement"
concluded at 1:21 p. m.
sympathetic audience.
Strict observance of the neutrality shall serve ourselves.
obliga in lieu of that suggested by President
Its own pliance of her International
"But we are not the only friends of
eyes independent state to fight.
laws and "see to it that no material
Lobby investigating committee con- were flushed, his big, brown
tlons, with the development of its own Wilson :
his com battles."
or monetary assistance is given to the Mexico. The whole world desires her tinued with I. II, McMiehael testify shone, but he maintained
the required
'1. That our ambassador he recoiv.
Governor Colquitt of Texas, who has civilization and with
rosure.
peace and progress; and the whole iugrebels."
maintenance of certain political andjed In Washington.
severe
When
the
been
a
their
Yorkers
and
New
of
of the world is interested as never before.
national
the
critic,
Unconditional
noon
recognition
Thurs
Adjourned at l:2S until
conditions
tolerable in
"2. That the United
Mexico lies at last where all the world day.
(Canadian
States of
got back their administration in the Mexican affair economical
lawyers
Huerta government.
Centra! America.
We are punctually America send us a new ambassador
in
assembled
hotel.
to
on.
remarked:
looks
is
about
seems
America
"Wilson
their
have
not
been
Central
had
breath, they
parallelThe occasion
all
our
of
credits; we are sti!! without previous conditions.
Mr. Jerome called the reporters asidq come around to the opinion
of the meeting
ed in more than a century. No other to be touched by the great routes of WOMEN JURORS CALL
"And all this threatening and disland dictated this statement.
Texas governor when he says that maintaining diplomatic missions
DOWN FRESH ATTORNEY.
president since George Washington the world's trade and intercourse runIn almost all the coun
tressing situation will have reached a
"We, who represent here the state peace and Huerta are on the opposite tries ofaccepted
has appeared before congress on a ning from ocean to ocean at the Isth
the world, and we continue happy conclusion; mention will not be
:0f New York, are entirely unwilling poles."
foreign affair. The senate and house mus. The future has much in store
Chicago, niig. 27. The first women to comment on the scene that occur-Governor Slayton. Georgia, said that to be invited to all kinds of interna made of the causes which might carry
assembled In the house chamber, the for Mexico, as for all the Btates of
those ed in one of his
tional congresses and conferences.
in Cook county, except
us, if the tension persists, to no one
majesty's courts to "the United States would not he justisenators filing in two by two. As the Central America; but the best gifts jury
"An Immediate suspension
cases, yesterday gave day.
of the knows what incalculable extremeties
hearing
insanity
fied
in
The
relations
the
between
to
can
come
where
if
she
he
undir
her
the
Intervention,
only
ready
except
president mounted the platform
in
R.
Mexico, a definite armis for two peoples who have the unavoidstruggle
Prosecuting
Attorney William
Speaker Clark and Vice President and free to receive them and to enjoy Morse, of Uak Park, a few lessons in (bar of the United States and the absolute necessity of protecting its tice, 'solemnly constructed, and scru- able
to continue being
obligation
Btates of the Dominion of Cannda are (own citizens.
Marshall were waiting, the big cham- them honorably. America in particuGovernor Spry, Utah, said: "It U, pulously observed,' is not possible, as friends, provided of course, that this
most friendly and cordial and we realAttired in a frock lar America north and south, and on the conduct of his office.
ber was hushed.
The jury women were called to try ize keenly the sense of humiliation ex- easy to tell American citizens to get to do this it would be necessary that friendship is based on mutual
coat suit, the president stood at the both continents waits on the developrespect
there should be some one capable of which Is
a
NOne of us want to
neighborhood case. While waiting perienced by our brethren in Canada out of Mexico.
ment
in
indispensable between two
and
of
that
his
address
read
Mexico;
development
desk
and
clerk's
without
it
proposing
causing a pro- sovereign entities wholly equal before
the who are assisting us. Mr. Jacobs, who see war, and personally, T do not think
tone, for can be sound and lasting only if it be for witnesses, Morse addressed
the easy, conversational
found offense to civilization."
law and justice."
which he is noted. Scarcely a sound the product of a genuine freedom, a jury women on anti suffrage lines, pro- is associated with us, is present and rhe whole of Mexico Is worth the lives
just and ordered government, founded testing that a woman's place is in her we would prefer nut to say anything it might cost, but if we have to go in
interrupted.
with referrence to the occurrence ot there with an army, I am in favor of
First pointing out that it was his on law. Only so can it be peaceful or home.
COLORADO GRAND LODGE
the
tlie
Mexi
of
fruitful
foreman
of
Mrs.
W.
the
doing the job right and taking ovr
bare
to
J.
reservation"
Woomis,
benefittfcf
morning."
peace.
lay
"without
duty
K. P. ELECTS OFFICERS.
Mr. Jerome turned toward Mr. Ja the entire country for ourselves."
all the facts concerning the relations co has a great and enviable future be- jury, Interrupted him.
Ultimate war with Mexico Is fore'I understood it is no part of the cobs and the latter said:
of the United States with Mexico, the fore her, if only she chose,, and attain
Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 27. Officers of
New York, N. Y., Aug. 27. Stock
cast by Governor Byrne of South Da
grand lodge of Colorado Knights of
president outlined what the United the paths of honest, constitutional gov-- duty of the prosecuting atorney to m- - 'There Is nothing I can add. f will
Inwho
it
the
of
Wilson
solution
is
ernment.
that
first
and
the
kota,
says
market conditions again made for re- Pythias were elected this afternoon as
States had done "as a friend
flict the jury with his personal views. say, though,
"The present circumstances of the We are not interested in them ands,ance 10
y Knowledge where such the difficulty "looks to me to be rath- striction of business
follows:
The president declared
neighbor."
today and trading
a
that "we shall yet prove to the Mexi- republic, I deeply regret to say, do not thev have no heariuir on the cases we" outburst in any of our courts was er weak policy."
Supreme representative, Charles S.
dwindled
to
than
half
of
Governor Hunt, Arizona:
yester- Davis of Denver.
!DOt fo,Iowe(' by ,tha immediate clear
can people that we know how to serve seem to promise even the foundations are hearing."
"Things
are in a terrible condition in Mexico, day's forenoon total. After the orders
"8 of the court."
them without first thinking how we of such a peace. We have waited
Alternate supreme representative.
many months, months full of peril and DENVER WORRIED MAY NOT
Judge Globensky, taking his seat at and it grieves me to think of our peo- in the hands of brokers at the open- Win. B. Warner of Denver.
shall serve ourselves."
3: 10, denounced
conditions there to
the forenoon
ple down there. Does President Wil- ing had been cleared
Grand chancellor. A. V. Hollenbeck,
BE ON OCEAN TO OCEAN ROAD.
Concluding his address, the presi- anxiety, for the
up, the market
break as the "most disgraceful scene" son say for them to get out of the
of Trinidad.
dent predicted that "the steady pres- improve, and they have not improved.
to
settled
await
President
Wilson's
A
The
Grand vice chancellor,
sure of moral force will before many They have grown worse, rather.
Frank F.
sev he llHd ever witnessed and threatened country?done greatandmany of them have
Denver Colo., Aug. 27.-In some sort controlled by
so,
others would like message to congress, y
a iail sentence to any one repeating already
Schreiber of Colorado City.
Me-days break the barriers of pride and territory
Lincoln
the
of
of
officers
the
eral
Mexico
can't.
to,
at
Some
the
but
authorities
been
killed
have
provisional
B"ch
a
While
his
made
Grand
He
and
Mexican
we
demonstration..
were
affairs
shall triumph
still upprelate, George Clark,
prejudice down
of
mortal Highway association in Den- Denver.
and while trying to get away."
as Mexico's friends sooner than we city has grown smaller, not larger. ver concluding a thorough
of announcement first in French,
permost, speculators "snowed no fears
study
the
The
of
of
Second
the
of
Conference.
prospect
Day
pacification
Grand keeper of record and seals,
,llen in Englisl1'
could triumph as her enemies."
as to the outcome and the undertone W. S.
even by arms, has seemed to western road conditions today, there
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 27.- O'Brien of Salida.
Senor Gamboa's note, which was country,
a
of
Difference
still
remained
opinion
more
was
more
remote
conand
The
its
second
of
and
the
Various
good.
grow
day
governor's
Grand master of exchequer, G. H.
public utility Is
appended to the president's address as pacification by the authorities at the as to whether Denver and Colorado CONCLAVE ROMANCE
ference openpd with a program that sues were held up In
ENDS IN WEDDING.
an exhibit, was not read by the presstriking fashion Winchell, ot La Junta.
completely filled every moment of the and fluctuations, in the
capital is evidently impossible by any will be given a place on the TransGrand master at arms. E. B. Coulter,
ident, but furnished to congress as a other meanB than force. Difficulties continental
President
The morning session began with leaders were confined to speculative of Greeley .
highway.
27.-- .T.
fracsmall
Ed- day.
D.
Colo.,
Denver,
Aug.
printed document.
more and more entangle those who Henry Joy, of that association, stated
Governor William Hodges Mnun of tions.
Grand inner guard. Dr. E. L. Fitch,
a Knight Templar,
Mrs. Wilson and her daughters and claim to constitute
the legitimate gov- that Denver's chance for a place on wards of Chicago,
Virginia presiding and the discussion
of
Denver.
Bonds
had
taken
In
were
conrecent
who
attended
the
places
triennial
irregular.
Secretary Bryan
of the hour centering around a paper
ernment of the republic.
have the highway was by no means assurGrand outer guard, W. R. McClelThe general market, showed a re
cashthe executive gallery. Other mem- not made good their claim They
In fact. ed, while O. W. Gruning, of Des clave, and Josephine Steinmetz.
Governor
Ernest
Lister of Wash
land, of Steamboat Springs.
ier in a Denver restaurant, were mar- by
bers of the cabinet had taken places Their successes in the field have
tendency-afte- r
midday in
prov- Moines, manager for the northwestern
Ir.gton on "a state department fnr effi- - actionary
Grand trustee, Lloyd H. King, of
ried
on the floor. Every head in the ed
whirlwind
here
a
after
the
with
in
decline
Union
yesterday
sympathy
and economy." Governor Lister
only temporary. War and disorder, division of the association gave it out
Denver.
of little more than a week. ciency
chamber had been bowed and the sol devastation
on
Pacific
of
the
courtship
in
$671,8.16
shrinkage
discussed somewhat at length ways
and confusion, seem to that Denver would get the road with
The Grand Temple of Pythian SisEdwards, who remained in Denver aft- and means of
emnity of the occasion was impressive threaten to overthrow the settled for
net earnings. Union Pacific ters
instilling stricter busi- the July
of Colorado elected officers as
the route through the state
saw
er
first
when
as the house chaplain, the Rev. Henry tune of the distracted the
conclave,
the
girl
ness methods into the conduct of pub- sold a point under Its best, but the follows:
'
country. As
across the aisle from him at a lic
she
D. Couden, in his opening
prayer, friends we could wait no
sat
for the elimination of waste loss elsewhere was trivial.
longer for
Grand Chief Emma Terry, of Boul-desaid: "Rule Thou in the hearts of our a solution which
theater. Before the performance was andaffairs,
Publication of President Wilson's
week seemed
of
the
results in
every
securing
minds
of
these
COLORADO
the
SPRINGS WANTS
over he had asked a' woman friend of administration with greater
rulers, and sway
further
our
was
without
was
at
It
influence on the
less expenditure message
least,
away.
duty
Grand senior, Mary Hicks, of Tellu- TO OWN ITS WATERSHED. Miss Steinmetz, who was with her to
Thy servants, that as a nation we may to volunteer our
i
of labor and money.
market. The only movement of con- ride.
offices, to offer
him
to
introduce
move forward to all that is pure and to assist, tf we good
young
27.
hr
charge.
Colorado
Aug.
Colo.,
Springs,
Following the morning session Ithe sequence was in Union Pacific, which
might, in effecting
Grand junior, Lola Bromle, of
noble until all the peoples of all the some
arrangement which would bring To get a first hand acquaintance with Acquaintance, eourtuhip and marriage governors were taken to Mount Manl rallied smartly when support appearworld shall recognize the purity of relief and peace and set up a univer- the Colorado Springs water system, followed.
tou park,. 9,500 feet above sea level, ed, but did not hold the recovery .
Grand manager, Laura Heaton, of
our motives."
on the summit of Mount Manltoii
sally acknowledged political authority and the basis for the city's requests
a
The market closed weak. Active Pueblo.
of
a
apOF
TWENTY
ACRES
volley
deafening
Although
of, the federal government,
there.
at
base of Pike's Peak; A selling began after delivery hour. The
Secretary
the
foothill,
Grand master of R. & C, Gertrude
BUILDINGS BURNED TODAY
plause rang out as the president ap"Accordingly, I took the liberty of of the Interior Franklin D. Lane, is
picnic, with burro races, and other weakness of Smelting and the Harri-ma- Nelson, of Silver Plume.
peared, he plunged into the reading of sending the Hon. John Lind, former- Spending today in a trip up Pike's
Teague, Texas, Aug. $ 27. Twenty features were arranged for the Visitstocks conveyed an Impression
Grand master of F., Nellie Caston,
his message without delay and with a ly governor of Minnesota, as
as the guest of the city of Colo- acres of buildings vere burned and ors.
that the status of the Mexican situa- oi' Dolores.
tny per- Peak
bow of acknowledgment of the
Imrado
was
The
approximately $500,(00 damage
Springs.
sonal spokesman and representative
city hopes to
tion was regarded as encouraging by
Grand P. of T., Mrs. C. Nelson, of
, Ing.
tc the City of Mexico, with the follow- press upon the secretary the import done by Are which Swept the Trinity TAMMANY HALL ENDORSES
some speculative interests.
Heavi- Petonia.
' As he finished reading another great
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here
ownership
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Valley
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shops
instructions:
REPUBLICAN.
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ness was general throughout.
WHITMAN,
SmeltGrand outer guard, Helen McCoy, of
roar of applause broke out. All of ing
simple of the land which congress last yesterday.
Only a stand- - by a small
Lind's Instructions.
ing sold 2 points under yesterday's Denver.
hose in the gallery stood while the
set aside for inclusion in the army of firemen at a brick wall pre- - Xew York, Aug. 27.
spring
Tammany nail close and Union Pacific, Reading, LeSupreme representative, Josle Cooke
"'Press very earnestly on the alien-- local and Manltou water systems, but vented the destruction of the entire last
president left the chamber and startnight placed District Attorney high Valley, New York Central, Ches of Pueblo.
ed back to the White House. '
without relinquishing
either owner- plant. The cause of the fire Is tra- - Charles S. Whitman.
Alternate
Republican, on apeake and Ohio and Illinois Central
Alin
The Joint session at once dissolved,
representative.
(Continued on page four)
ship or control by the government.
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Eczema Gone! Acne, Tetter,
Rash, Pimples, Carbuncles, Boils Banished!

Aug. 2". Unable, through
in iiTmpurui y junt'HH, 10 wore, virgimn
Anderson, rather t.hun choosing "the THE NEUTRALITY POLICY OF WILSON

Pittsburg,

easiest way,"
that she might
save herself from starving at the expense of her honor, stole from a do
partment store. She was apprehended and brought before Judge Marshall
Urown in criminal court, after imprisonment of three weeks in jail.
The young woman, aged about 25
beautiful and refined, stood before the
bar with head bowed, listening to
Her
telling of her crime.
face was pale and her lips were
.
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(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. (.'., Aug. 27. The
downfall of Muerta's
government
must be the Inevitable result of President Wilson's
Mexican
Dolirv.
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store on pretense that she was Mr?. eign governments have shown a dis,.r
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to follow the Vnited States
rk of tlnv blood vbhpi m hir-- ihn
R. R. Hough, who had an account ati position
We are the 1:mtiouh blood remedy, 8. s. S., works
Uhe store. Fifty dollars worth of this in our Mexican policy.
v. ith remarkuble
This ia why
stuff was recovered when she was ar- largest financial Interest in Mexicj K S. S., the best activity.
known blood purifier,
and
Great
h s such a
with
Britain
conies
next,
in the skin.
action
the
positive
officers
said: the rest had
rested,
ingredient in 8. S. S. which
been sold and the money appropriat- Prance third. Great Ilritain has prac- 'J'nore is onestimulates
or
cellular
of iM'i.uliarly
tically retracted her recognition
ed by the young woman.
activity to select from the blood
and otir state department is o'- from this fine network of blood vesHuerta
"Why did you take this stuff, Miss
sels in the skin, those elements which
Wfc KINUW OUK BUSINESS?
UUN'I TUU
WELL WE DO.
.Anderson?" asked Assistant District ii.formed that other governments are it requires for
regeneration.
off and their bankers are doholding
Vlius, pimples, acne, eczema, lupus, WE KNOW BETTER THAN TO SELL POOR GRADES OF HARDWARE
.attorney Luther V. Mendenhall kindother blood condition that at- AT ANY PRICE. IF YOU WAN1" TO GET THE BEST COME TO US. WE
ly. The young woman
raised her ing likewise. Thus the pressure of or my the
skin or seeks an outlet WANT TO GET THE BEST HARDWARE AND WE WANT TO GET
Her eyes were moist with tears. public sentiment is becoming financial tacks
THE
through the skin, is met with the an- BEST
"I believed it was the only thing pressure and this points to an early tidotal effect of H. S. S.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
CUSTOMERS, BUT WE DON'T WANT TO GET THE BEST "OF"
Under the influence of S. 8. S. this OUR CUSTOMERS, BECAUSE THAT ISN'T THE WAY TO KEEP
that stood between me and starv- end for the nominal presidency of
fine
of blood vessels In tho
'The West Point of toe Southwest.
WE'LL GIVE YOU THE FULLEST
slayer. The policy of Woodrow ."kin network
VALUE
ationor a worse fate," she replied. I
FOR
YOUR
is
taking- from the
had worked in Pittsburg some time, Wilson is strongly tending toward a blood the constantly
nutrition required for healthy GOOD HARD EARNED MONEY IN HARDWARE THAT WILL STAND
Ranked as "Distinguished
anu
the cause of disense is just HARD WEAR
mut the manager reduced the force af- rf cognition of some constitutional issue,
d
becoming removed,
Institution " by the U S. ter the busy spring season. Before form of government and nothing short as constantly
and rendered harmless.
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I
of
ill
hud
be"n
more
mv
and
happened
facts are
satisfy.
War Department.
fully explained in a
WOOD -book on skin troubles sent by The
savings had gone for doctor's bills.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Swift
190 Swift Bid.. At- PHONE 14.
Co.,
Specific
I had no money and was not yet able
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
The children's bureau has a new lanta, Ga. You will find 8. S. 8. on sale
Valley. 8,700 feet above sealevel,
to work.
sunshine every day. Ooeu air
statistician, Helen L. Sumner, who at all drug stores. Get a bottle
"One day I was walking through 9 thus becomes one of the highest paid and banish all skin alliirtions.
work throughout tbe entire sesBKKSKB bbibbVHIHbbbbbbVbbbbbbbbbbbVbbbVbHbbWbbbbVbbW
sion.
Conditions tor physical
I
saw a slip ct women in the civil service. Miss!
department store.
and mental development are
paper on the floor. When I picked it Sumner Is a Wellesley graduate and SfcC V HOUSTON
IDEAL such as cannot be found
up I saw it bore the name of Mrs. has a degree of Ph. 1). from the Unf-- j
elsewhere In America. FourWILL BE
Hough and showed that she had a versity of Wisconsin.
She is the au
teen officer and instructors, all
charge account with the store. Per-- j thor of "The. White Slave," "Labor!
AT THE ROAD MEET
graduates from standard Easthaps it was my illness that made mn Pmhlems." "History of Women in In
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
to
unable
think of the consequences dustry," and "Industrial Courts In
modern In every respect.
Hon. David b. Houston, secretary of
,
JI got some things, pretending that I
s associate editor of the
Regents
was Mrs. Hough and asked that they Europe," and
American
of
dgncnuure, win represent; me nauon- E. A. CAHOON, President.
be charged. I sold the jewelry to get Documentary History
al administration at the Third Ameri-- i
J. E. RHEA,
lndustrial
Society
" I1H.H
1IT uiuii i. uu- J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
can Road congress, which will be in
came
able
to
work.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
from session at Detroit, .Mich., during the
tlm oiiit ,
W. A. FINLAY.
To other questions she answered
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.
s
week of September 29th. The
01
a
are
mincn
nnomtio"'
Ireland
ODS, Electricity plays a moat impothat her parents were dead and that
e For particulars and Illustrated
is the annual clearing house of
Kerry cattle with registered pedishe boarded here.
address,
rtant part. The grandfather would
at
the
present
movement of
organized road
grees. They are stopping
"Yes," she said, with tears in her nt
is the America, and is participated in by 26
which
Marvland.
Turner.
be amazed at tbe radiance of the mod-hom- e
COL.JAS.W.WILLSON,Supt.
e" ral8ea-- better tllan quarantine station for the Port of Ba great organizations under the leaderTiT"
... ,! luavti .Known rennement
ern
and timore. A reception committee has ship of the American
and why all this Debt? To
Highway asso
gooa training. I don"t know why I
on them under the aus ciation. So important is this annual
been
waiting
more homelike to make
make
home
the
ptole, but; J could Jiot help it. It
seemed to me then the only thin-- ; pices of the secretary of agriculture. congress considered, that the Amerihome
most
the
the
can Bar association, the American
pleasant spot on earth
that would keen me from death ni- a
cornBankers
and
association
the National
worse fate."'
for father, mother and children. Qood light
The reason why the Industrial
Grange are officially identified with it.
hii88loU nominated by
She could not say more and
is easy on tbe eyes is very much to be
that
... . tins not been confirmed is none I is quite appropriate that the official
wiih hQH i,,.,,i
..j iihm uouy snaK
uwncru --mm
the
is
head
of
of
Hoke
desired.
department
agriculture
ing with sobs. Her accuser and oth Smi,n- spnator from Georgia.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
era about her looked at the young wo chairman of the committee on educu-mm- i should open this great meeting, as the
with sympathy and one man fear- - tion and labor ot the 8ena,e t0 whiuo federal office of public roads is under
were referred, his jurisdiction.
-oOLogan Waller Page,
ing she would collapse, brought her! these nominations
a glass of water.
The industrial commission was cre- director of the office of public roads, is
FACTORY WOOD
Highway
"Ah," said Judge Brown, "she would ated durlnS the last C0"Sre8S 10 8luoy president of the American
SAWED WOOD
rather steal than sell herself, her sou! the relations of capital and labor and association and of the American Koad
to Keep from starving. Does anyone conditions of industry generally. The congress, and it has been under his
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
know anything about this woman?
Taft appointments were held up, and capable management that the govern
ANTHRACITE COAL,
Half a dozen persons came forward when President Wilson took office, he ment road office has grown in the last
Montezuma Arenue, near
T. & S. F. Railroad Depot
saying that had known her to be a 'submitted the names of Frank P. eight years from an obscure organizaj
woman of purity and refinement,
Walsh, of Missouri; Prof. John R. tion, with a total appropriation of only
Mrs. J. $35,000, to a widely known and ef"She taught my little daughter in Commons, of Wisconsin;
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
of Kew York; fective bureau with au appropriation
Sunday school, said one man, "and my Borden Harriimin,
IENT
as
to touch the button and
to
be expended under its direction this
little daughter loves her."
Frederic A. Delano, of Illinois: Harris
Its laborstove
A clergyman said, "I have known Weinstock, of California; S. 'tnurston year of nearly $2,000,000.
is ready to cook your
your
'her for a long time mid she uaa been Ballard, of Kentucky; John B. Icn-doi- atories for testing and research work
iron ready to use, your toasted
of Illinois; James O'Cmmell, of have in recent years obtained such
good, t had not known about her
titute circumstances, because she was ' Washington, I). C, and Austin H. Oar eminence as to cause the British gov- for
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
ready
ernment to send over to it specimens
the kind who would bear privations retson, nf Iowa.
um
for the fray, your washer
cleaner
ready
ana never speak of them.
These nominations were 'submitted of the road materials of England,
Although.
she has done this I believe in he:- June ti. Senator Smith Is understood Scotland and Wales to be tested.
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat.
rnnr
nni one li.,,,
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
uiH jusi none 01 my tu desire the nomination of Charles
nwU,.vicicu emu
Premier Borden, of Canada, has adrespect
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Simon Barrett, of Georgia, president vised the management of the congress
"I regret very much," said Judge of the National Farmer's Union, who that the Canadian government will be
day and n'ght' Estimates and full inforBrown, "that you have been in jail was included in the list of Taft nomi. represented by a member of the cabimation cheeerfully given.
three weeks. This must have been
and because Barrett was left net. The fact that the United States
terrible. Try to forget it all. Try nees, Senator Smith is sitting tight on government and the Canadian governout,
to understand that there are
people
and refusing to al- ment will thus be officially representir this world who will realize what the appointments
What a ed at a good roads congress held on
be confirmed.
to
them
low
you have done, and can forgive. It is
farmer has to do with the conditions the border line, will bring about a
law
to
the
against
ACCOUNT OF
steal, but we under
towns great attendance from both countries
stand why you have done it. I know of labor in factory cities and
to and will be followed by a marked
wants
Hoke
not
but
is
apparent,
will
never have to do so again
you
home before stimulation of the road movement in
himself
at
You are not a criminal.
strengthen
I shall place
and both.
COLORADO-NE- W
you on parole a year and the count ; next election time comes 'round,
As an indication of the widespread
will pay the costs of tho case. There he feels that this is one way to do it.
are women here who will look arte- - There is no prospect that the com- Interest in the coming road congress
you ana see that you get a position mission will be confirmed during the the Trunk Line association, comprisand you can always remain pure."
present session. Hoke just can't see ing most of the great eastern and cenit.
tral railroads, has granted a special
f
B. T. Calloway, assistant secretary rate of one and
fare for round
M
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
AN
EXHIBITION
OF
inclusive.
Date
o: agriculture, says that there is noth- trip to western termin en route to
25,
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farm
boom
to
HOLD-Uthe
New
a
This
roads
is
P
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congress.
Mexico Central and El
& Southwestern.
very unusual
ing like good
'
in nils. He is full of instances to prove concession by the railroads and is due
Return Limit, Sept. 29th.
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HL
AND
RETURN.
SI 2.10.
the to the importance which they attach
Clarksburg, v. Va., Apg. 27. "I m n it. "In Lee county, Virginia," saysownthe good roads movement under its
tough guy, come out and see me pu'l secretary, "I know a farmer who
ed a hundred acres who offered to sell present leadership.
off a holdup."
With these words a strange man. for $1800. In 19U8 his road was im
claiming to be a prizefighter, entered proved, and though the farmer fought
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
the office of the Exponent, a morn- the Improvement, he has since refusing newspaper here, at-o'clock in ed $3000 for his farm. A nearby tract
the morning and htne went out on of 1S8 acres sold for $(5000, and after
the street and made good his bluff road improvement the same farm was
before the astonished eyes ot Georgo sold for $9000. In Jackson county,
Bhawmut, the editor.
Alabama, the people voted a bond IsThe highwayman pounced on C. Ti. sue of $250,000 for road Improvement
Boylan, a pedestrain, and almost be and the selling value at that time was
THIRTY-THIR- D
Do you know that there are
fore Shawmut could recover from his $0 to $15 an ac re, and the selling value
something like 50,000 patented
astonishment, had gone through Boy 13 now $15 to $25 an acre.
lan for everything valuable he had
articles the purpose of each of
The government lias secured its
For Rate and Full Information Call On or Address
on his person, and then quickly dis
which Is to lighten some part of
first
amended
the
conviction
under
L. H. GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA
anneared.
FE,
woman's work?
drugs act A patent
When the holdup man entered thipUrf.
er EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt, E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
editorial room. Shawmut thought his medicine known as Stramoline" was
Do you know that great comtalk was all a joke, but he followed seized In Denver and confiscated and
behave scores of high pricas
law
the
panies
destroyed
by
provided
man
the
through curiosty.
cause is was advertised as a specific
ed experts doing nothing else
for consumption.
The amended act
but working out new Ideas for
GOT A SHOCK AT A
makes it an offense to transport in
household?
the
WATER FOUNTAIN interstate commerce drugs which are
in
branded
a
fraudulent
false
and
1913.
It is an education to walk
10, 11,
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manner.
houseware
27. "Wow!
through a modern
Mich.,
Iansing,
Aug.
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shouted a portly traveling man as
store; there is something new
he dropped his suitcase at Washing- FARMER
every day.
With
Each Department Overflowing
ton and Michigan avenues.
BY A WISE GUY
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and tbe Best
The unsuspecting drummer, like
Labor saving devices form a
many other individuals within the last
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
particularly important part 'n
r
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Ai,
few weeks, received a shock when he
? 'Gov
-PHtchllT-f...uwu.c, .lUb.
WHJ, M.J fripnrt
a woman's life during the hot
attempted to drink from the charged don't' you know tbere are a lot of pick'
weather.
fountain at the corner. A grounded pockets in this city? Don't flash, your
104 DON GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
lighting wire which has been disar- money here, or itj may be stolen. Now,
Merchants
and
manufacturers
for
It
know
TO
I
several
the
trick
and
has
these
of
months,
ranged
people.
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS
so far baffled all attempts to trace if. you give your mbney into my care I
bring these new Ideas to pub'
has charged the metals cups and water will see that it
lic notice through the advertiskept safe for you.
at the public fountain, when the light; After a man wnose name the police
ing columns of the daily papers.
are turned on.
say they have, feddressed these rePedestrians frequently receive slight marks to Charlfis Bull a farmer of
Watch the advertising in THE
,
shocks, but at times when the side- Honaker, Va., h Mozart Hall, 1315
FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA
walk is damp or conditions favorable Walnut street, the young man trusting
for suggestions for lifting some
for the current, the charge Is severe. ly gave him $7. Later in the day, he
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Noralttrs, (M7.
Day or Night Phone,
of the burdens.
ALBUQUERQUE,
Police have had numerous coro- - told the police he wished he had not
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MIKE BACA WILL
BE IN BOUT HERE

SEPTEMBER I
the public schools and colleges!
William Gregg, manager of Miko
These are some of the beliefs of the
world-widdelegation which are in Haao, the undefeated lightweight of
sesiou at the fourth International Santa Fe, lias matched his boy against
School Hygiene congress in Buffalo. Duran, the fighting Mexican, undefeated lightweight of Raton, for the eveu- ing of Labor day, September 1st, at
the Elks theatre. The contest will ba
BETTER
PLAN
FOR
TO
WORLD HYGIENE CONGRESS MEE TS
at
pounds ringside for ten rounds
HEALTH AND STRONGER BODIES FOR OUR SCHOOL CHILDREN.
and should prove a real treat to the
The range In temperature, yester- fans of this city. One thing is assurday was from 54 to 81 degrees; the ed and that is that it will be a real
average relative humidity was 52 per contest.
cent. The day was partly cloudy with
Mike has been training faithfully
showers in the distance.
and has had the beuelit of some coach?
a.
in. today
The temperature at
ex professional
In other cities as ing from experienced
was 59 degrees.
boxers and iB reported to have wonfollows:
derfully improved in form and is in
Ainarillo, ON; Bismarck, G2; Boise most excellent condition and right at
HO;
Cheyenne, 58; Dodge City,
the proper weight. He is certainly
(4 rand
51;
Flagstaff, 4S;
there with the wallop and liiB backers
Junction, (IS; Helena, (!G; Kansas City
feel confident that he will bring home
!?; lender. 5S; Los Angeles, 72: the
bacon by the K. O. route well inPortland
.Modena, 5ii; Phoenix, 72:
side
the limit.
Rose-bur51!;
00; Pueblo,
Rapid City,;
Upon the other hand Duran is re52; Roswell, 2; Salt Uike, G4;
San Francisco, 5(i; Spokane, 5li; Tono-pah- , ported lightning fast and very clever
and rugged and like Ilaca has never
54; Winnemucca, 00.
fiiced defeat.
Local Data.
Neither of these boys have had
Highest temperature this date last
great deal of experience in the ring, alyear, 77.
Lowest temperature this date Iat though both have quite a string of victories to their credit and each feels
year, 55.
Extreme this date, 41 years' record, that he has strings on the lightweight
championship of this state at least and
highest, !):!, in 1S70.
Extreme this date, 41 years, record, when they got together the fur will
lowest, 411 in 1.SS5.
surely By.
There are to be several classy pre
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vlr:inity: Part'y liminaries, it is stated, concerning
ments will be madu
cloudy with probably local thunder which announce
later. Quite a Utile promising boxing
storms tonight or Thursday.
For New Mexico: Cloudy with local material is being developed in our
thunder storms in north and east por midst and if this go proves a success
there is a plan on foot to stage a con-tttions tonight or Thursday.
Conditions.
here in October between men of
Relatively high barometer has over- national reputation real top notch-er- s
country
spread most of the western
challengers of the world at their
this morning, although a slight ar?a weight, but their names are a secret
of low pressure remain'", in southern now.
Arizona, extending thence northwest
The Santa Fe fans are to at last
to centraj, California.
Much cloudi- have an opportunity to see a genuine
ness is reported from the plateau re
contest, nothing of the frame up orgion, and showers have occurred !n der, and to support a local boy and a
western
Colorado.
Nevada,
Utah,
and it is up to them to
local
southern Arizona, and the Texas par-- decidepromoter
to whether the game is to
as
handle. Temperatures are generally
nourish in this city. If this initial go
Condi-jtioncooler west of the Rockies.
expenses and receives fair suppays
in
favor threatening weather
some
rare treats are in store for
port,
ithis section with local thunderstorm:
near
future.
the
tonight or Thursday.

MERCHANTS ASS'N
PHYSICAL
COMMITTEE BUSY!
The soliciting committee of the
Merchant's
association
reports
Knlpnrlirl hpilv;iv iti Kifnitiir un nnw
This
members of the association.
morning there had been 40 merchants
signed up, and but one man had re
fused to join. The committee put in
another hard day today and from the
number of prospects in sight when
they started out this morning, expected to have over 50 members signed up before they quit work today.
Now that the association
is getting
such a good start, there is hardly a
merchant who is not willing to co- With a
operate in the movement.
membership of SO or more, it is very
evident that the best results possible
can be obtained at the least possible
cost. In fact the more members enrolled, the more effective the work of
the association, and the less the cost
to the individual members.

RAT AND CHILD
FIGHT FOR BREAD
Sharon. Pa., Aug. 27. When Mr?.
Mary Zolinsky, of Sharpville, placed
her
baby on the floor of her
home in Sharpville, and gave it a slice
of bread, a big rat attacked the child.
The mother was attracted by th"
cries of the child, and when she rushed into the room the rat was struggling with the child for the possessl"n
of the bread. The tot's hands wer;
badly bitten and torn and a physician
dressed the wounds. The rat escaped
when the mother rushed into the room
New Mexican Want
bring results. Try 1L
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HEALTH IS THE FOUNDATION

ROCK

He-ta-

1- -2

WHAT 15 THE REASON that

1

ROOFING

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSBLF WOTTING TUB
SAME THINO FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSB 9f
YOUR BUSINESS, REJW5MBEH A RUBBfiR STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

ne

Consumption Remedy

j

Rubber Stamps.

One-lli- w

Owes Life to This

t

Hoofing.

SANTA

BV MACDONALD.

f

ITIS remnrkaMo roofind in (tihHilutly damp prnol.
Moroovwr, it holfln Urn heat in your liuinu in the win-te- r
and holdii it out in the numni.ir.
Tims him little cffnnt. Yonr afti r r it will remain
the aamr a practically imlcatruntililc, rmii, Comparn it
with other roiiliiiBM whichI ilocay alfni'tM ullcr a iWyonrit
and repair hilla l'"4in. li'sid.-- llio firnt coat ol I'KKK.
other roofiintx, ami it is
LESS i. lean than
anil
Punier to lay. Ho wjnc, Cmiio In anil ee acheaper
aiimple ol
Al"" "k for free booklet doaeribina
Orniiiiii-nlul
AHCOTILJi.

WINDSOR,

AND UkES TO PLAY OUT lr
THE BR.IOHT SoriSHINE AmoNg
THE FUOWtRS

FT.
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PEERLESS ROOFING
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HEARD IN SANTA FE.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

How Bad

At Top, Mrs. Frank J. Shuler, of Buffalo, Who Will Preside at the
Woman's Club Session, and Dr. Charl es W. Eliot, of Harvard University,
Dr.
Below Them Are:
President of the Congress on School Hygiene.
Thomas A. Storey, Secretary of the C ongress and Mrs. S. S. Crockett, Chairman of the Public Health Department of the Women's Clubs. Below is Surgeon General Charles F. Stokes, U. S. N., Who Will Read a Paper Entitiled
"Relation of Athletics to Health."

great assemblage of teachers, in try, if not all over the world!
The contributors to the program of
vestigators, pViysicians, dentists, saniciti25o
papers and 15 symposiums make
other
and
tarians
public spirited
zens from every quarter of the globe up a notable list of speakers; college
are in attendance at the Fourth Inter- presidents and professors; state, city
national Congress of School Hygiene and county commissioners of educain Buffalo.
tion; teachers and superintendents of
This convention will represent th public schools, medical college profesofmost elaborate effort ever made in sors; state, county and city health
in private practice,
ficers;
physicians
the
this country toward improving
health and efficiency of school chil- engineers and architects.
Delegates will attend from every
dren !
and university of note in this
college
adof
The program will consist
dresses and exhibits relating to the country, from other leading hygiene
and
conditions of the twenty million school institutions and organizations,
in which an active
from
every
country
some
in
United
the
children
States,
is being shown in the welfare
fifteen million of whom, according to interest
recent statistics, are in need of atten- ol children.
Mrs. S. S. Crockett, chairman of the
tion because of physical defects!
health department of the
public
to
The object of the congress is
and Mrs. Frank .1, Shuler, of
Montezuma.
bring together men and women interNew York
F. D. Petershagen, Jefferson City
ested in the health of school boys and buffalo, president of the
an
active
State Federation, will take
Mo.
girls and to make public the most adwoman s session to be held
Chas. R. Easley, City.
vanced means of improving present part in the
with
in
the
connection
congress.
Dr. Allison and wife, Taos.
conditions.
Public
O. A. Larrazola, Jr., Las Vegas.
Dr. Charles W. Eliot, of Harvard Maintaining the Health of the
School Children.
J. Eugene Brown, Last Vegas.
University, will act as president of the
Modern attack on disease Is being
Holly P. Benson and wife, Carlsbai
congress. The secretary general is
of
and
girls
W. A. Ballom, Pueblo.
Thomas A. Storey, professor of hy- centered upon the boys
the country!
J. C. Lacey, Denver.
giene at the College of the City of New
A. C. McElwain, St. Louis.
The watchword of the new era of
Yodk. Surgeon Genenil Charles r.
G. W. Prichard, City.
Stakes U. S. navy, will be one of the light living is prevention rather than
John T. Beal, Roswell.
the cure!
discussing
speakers,
principal
A. J. Holloway and wife, Bronco,
The hobbies of modern medicine
"Relation of Athletics to Health."
The toothbrush and its efficacy in are: fresh air, pure water, recreation Texas.
Ben Baker, Roswell.
and wholesome, plain food!
preventing disease by the.
E. P. Rambolt, Roswell.
schools to
Physical health is the foundation
route; the fresh-ai- r
Bruce Conner, Roswell.
correct tuberculosis tendencies; the rock of education!
A

1

Strong

De Vargas.
John J. Herring, Santa Fe.
Miss Thomas, Denver.
M. A. Gonzales, Abiquiu.
K. B. Cornell, Alamosa.
J. Stanley Kdwards, Denver.
Jerry Vasconcelles, Denver.
Mr. nad Mrs. Karl T. Wiley, Santa
Fe.
G. W. Knight, El Paso.
Horace Harper, Artesia.
Miss M. C. Drake, Hodges.
P. T. Conklin, Denver.
J. N. Livingston, Carlsbad.
E. L. Collins, St. Louis.
N. L. Kahn, Pueblo.
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Gortner, Las
Vegas.
Irma Gortner, Gashen, Ind.
Charlotte Charmley, Goshen, Ind.
Mrs, R. M. Johnson, Goshen, Ind.
J. P. Erickson and wife, Lns Vegas.
L. H. Bancroft and wife. Canon
City, Colo.
Bertha I. Emerson, Cottage Grove,
Wis.
F. W. Pratt, Carlsbad.
G. W. Harrison, Los Angeles.
Rev. C. Baldwin, Albuquerque.
Bert Iarrat, Bluewater.

Santa Fe you hear it.
Doan's Kidney Pills are keeping up
the good work. Santa Fe people are
telling about it telling of bad backs
made sound again. You can believe
the testimony of your own townspeople. They tell it for the benefit of
It your back
you who are suffering.
aches, if you feel lame, sore and miserable, if the kidneys act too freare painful,
quently, or passages
scanty and off color, use Doan's Kidney Pills, the remedy that has helped
so many of your friends and neighbors. Follow this Santa Fe citizen's
advice and give Doan's a chanco to do
the same for you.
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
"I bad backache
Fe, N". Mex., says:
and my kidneys acted too freely.
These ailments annoyed me for a
couple of years. I used about three
boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills and was
given a permanent cure. I told of my
experience in a public statement at
that time and I am glad to endorse
Doan's Kidney Pills again."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
All over

,

I

TM i

books either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
and waited for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That was
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. Now, books and their
shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
the modern way of building a library. This is the
idea..

ONCE

Globe-Wernic-

j

clean-mout-

ke

New Mexican Printing Co., Agents.

fEt

needs and benefits of medical inspecthe
tion in all the public schools;
school nurse's place in the health campaign; the subject of recreation, and
effects of food on mind will be exhaustively discussed.
The ultimate aim of the congress
will be to effect a permanent organization through which school hygiene reforms may be carried out in all the
individual communities In this coun-

-

The modern public school system is
intended to teach children to eat,
breathe and walk correctly, as well as
to read, write and spell!
It is asserted that 75 per cent of the
twenty million school children of this
country have physical defects!
The answer to the whole health
Is
publicity,
problem
hard work and persistent establishment of hygienic reform measures in

Dan Holloway, Bronco, Texas.
F. L. Hogue and wife, Albuquerque.
L. W. Clark, San Francisco.
John L. Zimmerman, Albuquerque.
H. Lisle, Socoro.
La Salle.
F. William, City.
O. E. Woods, Estancia.

F. Olson, Las Vegas.
L. Laurence, Kansas City.

Backs Have Been Made
Kidney Ills Corrected.

Foster-Milbur-

!

For quick results.
little "WANT.'

Delicious

Hot Chocolate.

Octob.r'1 chilly dTi
warm tot the Inner man.

m(geit

momUUii(

urrW

lint choeoUte nad from
COOICV pniuuc, ; duwu iw
III purity, excellence nod
deuclonjneM of Hror.
We don't know of any other mot
ehoeolM-too
that
!Tt
at OURS
rpenilTt, perhaps.tooIt's different
good for our patron.
there', nothing
A PIPING HOT
CUPFUL FOR- Sored with dainty, cttep enekera. m
n7.

5C.

alwaya
M'JVLEB'Swe'll

W

ffe.It toIfJOB.
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BASEBALL

SI?

Standing of the Clubs.

MESSAGE ON MEXICO READ
TO CONGRESS BY PRESIDENT
(Continued

NEW INFIELD FOUNDATION OF YANKS' 1914 TEAM

tion of those who are now exercising
authority or wielding Influence in
League,.
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet. Mexico the folio wing considerations
New York
..82 35 .701 and advice:
" 'The
.604
.
,
..67 .44
government of the United
i iiuaucijjiim
does not feel at liberty any
States
.G38
64
..63
Pittsburgh
..64 55 .538 longer to stand inactively by while It
Chicago
63
.44V becomes daily more and more evident
. .51
Brooklyn
65
.435 that no real progress is being made
. . 50
Boston
.380 toward the establishment of a governCincinnati
..48 75
St. Louis .
..43 77 .359 ment at the City of Mexico which i.ne
country will obey and respect.
"'The government of the TJnited
American League.
Club,
Won, Lost. pct. Stats does not sfaifd In" the same case
80
.073 with' the othei great governments '6
3!)
Fliiladelphia
'....72 '49 .595 the world in respect to what is hapCleveland
....67 51 .568 pening or- what Is likely to happen in
Washington
We offer our good offices,
. . . . 65,
.521 Mexico.
59
Chicago
; ston ,
.496 hot only because of our genuine desire
iI
i: droit . .,
.423 tj play the part of a friend, but also
71
52
.3S1 because we are expected by the pow78
48
ni. Louis .
.345 ers of the world to act as Mexico'!
40
76
New York .
nearest friend.
" 'We wish to act in
American Association.
theije circumClub.
Won. Lost. Pct. stances in the spirit of the most earn76
.5S5 est and disinterested friendship.
54
J'lwaukee
It is
Cc lumbus
.508 our purpose in whatever we do or
75
57
i
.565 propose in this perplexing
67
74
and disj.ueapolis
.554 tressing situation not only to pay the
58
72
Uuisville
.443 most scrupulous regard to the sovToledo
.v.58 73
Kansas City
...57 73 .443 ereignty and independence of Mexico
74
St.. Paul
.439
58
that we take as a matter of course
.380 to which we are bound by every obli49 SO
Indianapolis
gation or right and honor but also to
Western League.
give every possible evidence that we
Won. Lost. Pct. act In the interest of Mexico alone,
Club.
44
82
.651 and not in the interest of any person
Denver
54
.571 or body of persons who may have per
72
Des Moines
.523 sonal or property claims
61
67
in Mexico
Lincoln
.512 which they may feel that they have
62
65
St. Joseph
.484 the right to press. We are seeking to
66
62
Omaha
68
.456 counsel Mexico for her own good and
57
Topeka
.438 in the interest of her own peace, and
72
56
Sioux City
.367 not for any other purposes whatever.
81
47
Wichita
The government of the United States
would deem itself discredited if it had
any selfish or unlterior purposes in
transactions where the peace, hapNational League.
piness and prosperity of a whole
Cincinnati at New York.
people are involved. It is acting as
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
its friendship for Mexico, not as any
Chicago at Brooklyn.
selfish interest, dictates.
Pittsburgh at Boston.
" 'The present situation in Mexico
is incompatible with the fulfillment of
American League.
Postponed games, only, scheduled international obligations on the part
of Mexico, with the civilized developtoday.
ment of Mexico herself and with the
maintenance of tolerable political and
American Association.
conditions
in
economical
Central
Milwaukee at Wisconsin.
America. It is upon no common ocKansas City at St. Paul (2 games) casion therefore tha the United States
offers her counsel and assistance. All
America cries out for a settlement.
" 'As a satisfactory settlement seems
to as to be conditions on:
National League.
" '(A)
cessation of
Immediate
fighting throughout Mexico, a definite
At Brooklyn-Chic- ago
"!
armistice solemnly entered into, and
0
scrupulously observed.
Brooklyn
and Archer; Reulbach
Vaughn
"'(B) Security given for an early
and free election in which all will
Rucker and Miller.
agree to take part.
At New York
" '(C) The consent of General Huer-t- a
7 1
Cincinnati
to bind himself not to be a candiNew York
1 7 1 date for election as
,
president of the
Brown
and Clarke;
Fromme, republic at this election.
Schupp, Schauer and McLean.
'"(D The agreement of all parties
to abide by the results of the election
At Philadelphia
in the most loyal way
and
St Louis
15 21 0 in
organizing and supporting the new

Maisel, whose work at third, coupled
with his batting, reminds
of the days when Jimmy Collins was
in a class by
himsdt.
Maisel Is one of the brightest stars
picked tip In years, and Chance haa
ceased worrying about the difficult cor-

-

third-basin-

ner.

t ?'

,

Jfey

-

g

'

On first base Chance has "Cy Williams, a big fellow, who looks as If thfl
only thing he needed was experience.
Williams covers lots of ground and ic
a whale with the swat stick.
Rollie Zeider is the fifth infleldr,
and Rollie is at home anywhere
first to third, although naturally a
third baseman. Just now he is placing first, not because Williams was not
doing well, but Chance figured tha
a veteran would steady the kids, u
job which before Zulder's bunion was
removed fell upon Hie shoulders ot
Jack Knight alone.

L

',

j

Where They Play Today

Frank Chance Getting Together Tearr
Fit for $25,000 Manager to Lead.

j

Frank Chance has been showini:
the American league "something dtf
ferent" on his last swing around the
circuit. With Maisel, his $1S,000 third
and Williams,

baseman,

the

hard-hi- t

.

ting first baseman, the "Perless Leader has an infield which, with seasoning, will compare favorably with any
in the league.
Chance has Roger Peckingpaugh,
the
shortstop, who is
playing

a

wonderful

fielding

Today's Games.

game

and bitting the ball opportunely; ht
second is Jack Knight, the elongated
who was chased to th'i
minors from the Yankees only to he
TUB LIGHTNING YANKEE INi I ELD THAT 18 TO BE THE POUXIJ ATION FOR FRANK CHANCE'S
recalled by Chance, and Knight is
MACHINE IN 1914. FB OM LEFT TO RIGHT, THEY ARE: FECKINPAUGH, S. S.; MAISEL,
BASEBALL
flaying a wonderful game these days.
The real Yankee star, however, is WILLIAMS, IB.; KNIGHT, 2B.

NEW
3E.;

.3

1911.

27,

our active assistance. It Is now
to show what true neutrality
will do to enable the people of Mexico
to set their affairs in order again ant1
wait for a further opportunity to offer
our friendly counsel. The door is not
either
closed against the resumption,
on the Initiative of Mexico or on our
own, of the effort to bring order out of
the confusion by friendly cooperative
action, should fortunate occasion offer.
"While we wait the contest of the
for a
rival forces will undoubtedly
little while be sharper than ever, just
because it will be plain that an end
must be made of the existing situation
and thait vejy promptly; and with the,,
our-dut-

from page one).

National

AUGUST

of

y

increR8ed-acrtiri-

tactionwilU

the contending

some, it is to be feared,
increased danger to the
in Mxio as well as those actua1-lIn the fie.Id of battle. , The position

nf rtnt Hirtpra Ic iiluruVa tn ..Ho.iln 1 r lw.
ing and full of hazards where there is

civil strife and the whole country le
upset. We should earnestly urge aK
Americans to leave Mexico at one?,
and should assist them to get away
in every possible way, not because
we would mean to slacken in the
least our efforts to safeguard
their
lives and their Interests, but because
it is Imperative that they should take
no unnecessary risks when it is physically possible for them to leave the
country. We should let every one wlu'
seems to exercise authority in any
part of Mexico know in the most
way that we shall unhesitatingly watch the fortunes of those
Americans who cannot get away an-.sha,',l hold those responsible for the'r
sufferings and losses to a definite reckoning. That can and will be plain
beyond the possibility of a misunderstanding.
"For the rest, I deem it my duty to
exercise the authority conferred on me
by the law of March 14. 1912, to see
to it that neither side of the struggle now going on in Mexico receive
any assistance from this side of the
border. I shall follow the best practice of nations in the matter of neutrality by forbidding the exportation
of arms or munitions of war of an,"
kind from the United States to any
part of the republilc of Mexico a
policy suggested by several Interesting
precedents and certainly dictated by
many manifold considerations of practical expediency.
We cannot in the
circumstances, be partisans of either
party to the contest that now distracts Mexico, or constitute ourselves
the virtual umpire between them.
"I am happy to say that several of
the great governments of the world
have given this government their gen
erous moral support in urging on the
Drovisional authorities at the Citv of
Mexico, the acceptance of our proffei-egood offices in the spirit in which
they were made. We have not acted
in this ' matter under the
ordinary
principles of international obligation.
All the wor,ld expects us in such circumstances to act as Mexico's nearest
friend and adviser. This is our immemorial relation towards her. There
is nowhere any serious question that
we have the moral right In the cas4
d

or that we are acting

in

the interest

of a fair settlement and of good
Cohen of the Euston theatre, appeared
not Mr the promotion of
There were no games msy.ul 1:iM JACK JOHNSON WILL
McCLINTOCK WINS THIRD
BECOME FRENCH CITIZEN. in a box at the end of the first persome selfish interest of our own. If
PRIZE AT POCKET BILLiARS? liiight in the Billiard Ttoiirnannni. but
formance and excited a demonstrafurther motive were necessary than
tonight three games are schedule up
27. Americas
our own good will toward a sister rebig tion. Hisses broke out. After statLondon, Aug.
Last night at tho Montezun n Bil- - follows: Cole, 90, vs. Owen, 60; Wi'scn,
4 14 5
.
administration.
public, and our own deep concern to
vs. Owen, 60; Diaz, 50, vs. Owen, cinder announced today that he had ing that he expected to fulfill his con- Philadelphia
liard Parlois, McClintock. the new
Griner, Harmon and Hilderbrand;
" 'The government of the United see peace and order prevail in Cen-tias
a few days, he left the box.
naturalization
out
tract
for
after
taken
papers
'
cal star, defeated four of his oppon-Brennan, Imlay, Rixey, Haislip and States would be glad to play any part
America, this consent of mankind
Tomorrow night tho deciding game a citizen of France. He says he owns
Killifer.
vote
ents, thereby winning (bud prio iu
to
IS
POLO
INJURED
in
PLAYER
and
in this settlement or in its carrying to what we are attempting, this attiParis
UB plaved
expects
between Burke and property
VHEN HORSE FALLS.
out which it can play honorably and tude of the great nations of the world
the pocket-billiartournament now Cole; Burke is handicapped at 150 there in the fall.
RoslonrPittsburg game postponed
being held Tonight, the tie for fourth while Cole has to score but 90. This
Colorado Springs, Colo.. Aug. 27.
with international right. towards what we may attempt in
Although his scheduled appearance
consistently
It. pledges itself to recognize and in dealing with this distressed people at
prize will be played off, as follows: will be a hot finish and will wind up last night at the Euston and .South Foxluill Keene, former captain of the rain.
our
should make us feel the
n, vs. Marine.,
was postpoued, United States polo team defending the
GO; the tournament, and the fight for the London music halls
Cronenberg,
every way, possible and proper, to as- moredoors,
American Association.
Baca, CO, vs. Read, 43.
silver cup trophy.
the pugilist, accompanied by Manager cup, was seriously injured at the polo
sist the administration chosen and set most solemnly bound to go to the ut
of patience and forbeartournament of the Cheyenne mountain
up in Mexico in the way and on the ance inlength
At Columbus
this painful and anxious
country club here this afternoon. He
conditions suggested.
The steady pressure of moral
0 7
(By Norman.)
was thrown during the play and his Louisville
"
'Taking all the existing conditions force will, before many days, break
1 6
over on him. His right Columbus
horse
rolled
of the barriers of
New York, Aug.
27
Slim, lithe,
Loudermilk and Severoid; Cole and irto consideration, the government no
pride and prejudico
shoulder was broken and he was badly
the United States can conceive of
down, and we shall be triumphant
sinuous,
Lady Constance
bruised. Keene was playing No. 3 in Smith.
reasons sufficient to justify those who
friend sooner than we can
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Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

Give us
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M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,
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Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.
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LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New iWex.
TELEPHONE 35 J
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SUMMEH EXCURSIONS

CALIFORNIA
AND THE EAST
The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be over,
OF THE LOW RATES NOW

TAKF ADVANTAGE

Francisco

Los Angeles or
San Diego,

$50.55

$40.55

San

On

Sale Aug. 22,

2 J,

24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29.

SUMMER TOURIST
.

Chicago .
St. Paul .
Denver . ..
New York

ON

Return Limit, Oct. 22

RATES-EA- ST

SALE DAILY

$51.85
$51.85
$21.10
$78.85

St. Louis . . $47.35
Minneapolis $51.85
Pueblo . . . $16.35
CoL

Springs $18.15

Return Limit, October 31st, 1913.

For particulars regarding above, rates and rates to
many other points, call on or address any
agent of the Santa Fe.
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is the desire of every man, and In these days of every woman, and
"getting ahead" In the beginning Is greatly facilitated by getting a
BANK ACCOUNT.
To possess such ah account is to bear the stamp of financial worth,
and this bank will take pleasure In rendering all possible assistance
to any one desiring to make' the start.
Call upon us for any service pertaining to our business and we shall
be glad to eerve you to the best of our ability.

THE

FIRST NATIONAL

stinted on his salt pork as most farm It was for years a stuniiing joko iu
Republicans this viewiug with alarm.
places in Kansas are not.
.
Roy
However, I believe In the no grouch
proposition whether results are attain

HE SEES THAT HE DOES.

"GET AHEAD"
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Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the

RATES
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Dally, per year, by mall
Dally, six months, by mall
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General Manager
Editor

Bronson M. Cutting
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EDITION IS A HUMMER.
The Pittsburgh Judge.
For a third of a century now the
It requires a good deal of humanity l
aso, lexas, limes has been a
a
as
well
as
sense
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and good
worker for the upbuilding of
knowledge of the law to be a judge, me southwest, and there has
just come
did you ever think of that and the to the
exchange table of the Aew .Mexofficer
is
a
that
judicial
requir ican, the thirty-thirthings
anniversary edi- ed to meet and pass upon? A tre " tion of the
Times, which shows two
mendous amount of injustice can be
things very clearly. First that the
handed out by a judge who has not the Times has not been
standing still dur.
make-upin
his
right ingredients
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
ing all these years, for the paper is
I was thinking of Judge Brown in
composed of SO pages of iulerestiiig
Pittsburgh the other day, when that matter, some of it in colors, and the
woman was brought before him charg- whole edition a
typographical achieveed with stealing from one of the big ment of which to
be proud. The secCuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
department stores in that city.
ond thing which the edition makes
She was in distress after a long con clear is that the
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
southwest has been
tinued sickness. She could find noth-- I doing some growing too, which is
central Location.
ing to do to make a living and she made very evident by the pictures of
was hungry. There was "the easiest
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
sky Bcrapers, and million dollar enterway" of course, but this woman had prises, such as the .ig new hotel, lumbeen brought up under refining in- - ber
plant and cement plant, while
lluences and was well educated. She numerous
other tluorishiiig industries
knew what "the easiest way" meant, in the
and in the adjacent terricity
r.nd she looked at it with horror.
tory are also pictured. The New
Driven to the last ditch with hunger, Mexican's
copy is already on its way
she took what did not belong to her
in the hope of scattering the good
east,
and was arrested.
news among those who are uninformShe was given what the law gives ed on the subject,
to some who do wrong but from which
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
others equally as guilty, escape.
Proprietor of the
This Pittsburgh judge, when he ACCIDENTS AND
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD
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found out the actual facts in the case,
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let her go when she had the help of
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
The Best That Can be Bought t
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those who want to help the unforMARCUS CATTON,
tunate and the distressed, and the
AT ANY PRICE
woman has a chance to get on her feet
Son of the Famous
Alamogordo, N. M., Aug. 27. The
Take no chances on either
once more and still has her self re- - executive committee of the board ot
CATTON,
when a small amount will give
spect left and a character upon which trustees of the New Mexico institute
who will manage his billiard parto build. If the judge in this case for the Blind is today accepting the
you the protection that you
lors and instruct tnose desiring to
had been only a judge in the sense in two completed new buildings from
need, and when you do use in
learn the game. All new tables,
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which some of them look at life and the contractor.
surance get the best, as it is
a
new
and
cues,
quiet, gentlemanly
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the cheapest, and
room
cater
for those who
that woman might have been ruined heating plant and laundry. The twu lounging
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and
double
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me
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capacity
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EVERYONE WELCOME I
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complicated
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ance Business of the L. A.
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it will he interesting to note the progress of the initiative movement in
California on the question of the prohibition of prize fighting in that stato
it is a niiestion thut ouirht to ko to the people anyway,, as it is one thi.
affects the morals of a community and one that is brought closely to our
view on account of the constantly recurring aeains mat are uib rebiui 01
knock-ou- t
blows in the prize ring.
Patient I hear they're saying that
This initiative is one of those matters which is forcing itself more ani
more upon the attention of the people of this nation and it is growing mor.i Mr. Jones, the man you've been treating for heart trouble, has died of conand more in favor.
We have come to that pass where we must recognize that If the citizens sumption.
Doctor Sir, when I treat a man
of the United States want any legislation in their interests they must take
the matter into their own hands and insist upon it. Whatever may bj for heart trouble, he dies of heart
the view of Mulhall as a man and however we may regard his testimony, trouble.
there is one thing that must be admitted as the outgrowth of the investigation, we have had our eyes opened and have seen in what a dangerous direction we have been drifting.
THE BYSTANDER
Mulhall may have stretched things in what he testified to, bnt there is
SEES IT
not a read r of his testimony who does not believe that some of his state
ments were true and that the .legislation of the last few years, at leaBt,
has been very largely influenced by other considerations than the thought j
A Pitiful Thing.
of the best interests of the whole people, or even a part of them, as the
This certainly is a strange world, '
people, but that the main ithought of the legislators has been in the aid of
and through them, indirectly to the legislators them- it not? I saw in a Detroit paper the
the corporations,
selves.
other day of a society called the
Travelers' Aid Society, ' and the ob- The way out into a new condition is the initiative and the referendum.
The people must speak for themselves, and if they are Indifferent to ject is to meet the trains as the
their own interests then the blame is theirs only and they must take what come into the city and watch out
unprotected girls who get off and
they get.
them to find the places for which
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are looking and keep them away
they
to
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try.
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particularly concerned,
Iet them speak for themselves, and if they fail to speak, then they ca" from the beasts that infest the bis
places.
have no fault to find with the conditions which follow.
Listen to this story told by one of
We need a radical and a distinct change, and the way to get it s
the good women who is doing this
through the initiative and referendum.
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A Human Match Factory

BELATED JUSTICE COMES

J

ft"--

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
I

MASONIC.

The body contains phosphorus sufficient to make 483,000 matches. Phosphorus is one of fourteen elements composing the body divided among
bones, flesh, nervous system and other organs. The perfect health of body
requires a perfect balance of the elements. These elements come from the
food we eat the stomach extracts and distributes them.
Dut if stomach is derangedthe balance of health is destroyed and the
blood does not carry the proper elements to the different organs, and there
Pain is the hungry cry of
is blood trouble nerve trouble heart trouble.
starved organs. Put the liver, stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition into a condition of health. That is just what is done by
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he forgot his wife and two children, with her wreckage, back to where the new state.
e bulk of the peach crop ppr bottle. Sold by aJl Druggists
i.,n:-the youngest, a boy but six weeks old ; "Young Cam," the range rider, came
'
lsbad orchaoLts are well
New Mexican Want Ads always
Take Hall's Famljv puis for const"- the other a girl of four.
wooing when the sage bloomed
;.!
litrlft
W'itb. Lola Norris he eloped to Reno,
bring results. Try it.

since! took
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water company there because or a fire! j'hlrd, Virginia Garcia, Albuquerque, era of the Chamber of Commerce have
which destroyed the homo of the. Third, Mrs. Margaret Gonzales. Las kept their promise to erpt new merr- NEW STYLISH
BATS
plaintiff.
Vegas,
jbers a promise made at the Ian
when
Las
Second, Sadie Kirkhuff,
.Vegas. meeting
decisions were as follows:
application slips were
IN SATIN AND WHITE FELT.
THREE DECISIONS BY The
handed to each member. But there is
Second, nianclie Kltchell, Roy
Charles C. Borden, appellant, vs.
room for more and the officials of the
Third, Jose Lucero, Sapello. ,
iutr evilly company oi AiuuquerThey are Swell, at
Chamber of Commerce want to see the
Third, Lena Moffatt, Loviugtoti
N. M., appellee, from Bernalillo
iu
Los
Ala
Third,
out.
membership
carried
program
Virginia
Naranjo,
Opt
STATE SUPREME
county.
11108.
AutoIDelivery Every Hour!
Auto Delivery Every Hour I
busy !
The plaintiff brings this action as aj
VePrudence
Las
Second,
Wanted Second hand lumber wagOrtega,
citizen and tax payer of Albuquerque,1 gas.
Another cap of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
on In good condition. Give price, size,
will ouy, try it. A coupon packed in
the
that
defendant
COURT
company,
alleging
Third, Joaquin Ortega, Porvenir.
.
every sack good for valuable
etc. Santa Fe Products Co.
was granted a franchise April 7, 1S94,
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl unThird, Mrs. Inez Robb, Watrous.
CuDivorce
While
for
Applications
do-'
furnish
and
der 15 years of age. who collects the most of these coupons up to
for
lo
water
public
Third, Guadalupe Romero, Las Ve-- pid has been hard at work in Santa
mestic
of
to
residents
the
use,
said,
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
gas.
IMPORTANT SUIT
APPEALED FROM
Fe during the past few weeks, love
OUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Boys and girls get busy, gat your mother and your neighbors to
Vity, and all water necessary lor the,' First, T. H. Milton, La Lnz.
has not run smooth. Several applicause EMPRESS FLOUR.
BERNALILLO COUNTY IS AMONG extinguishing .of tires 'during the con-Third, Antonio Sandoval, Delia.
tions for divorce have been filed in the
tinuance of the franchise which wasj Second, Lula Tipton, Watrous.
office of the county clerk and it is
A for a
THOSE
THAT ARE DECIDED.
furmatch but stated they knew nothing
period of 2" years. Plaintiff
Third, Ramon Trujillo, Sanches.
said two were filed this week. Tht-about it.
Much observation of the
ther alleges that the contract between
Third, Louise TJlibarri, Las Vegas.
are
for
freedom
of
names
CO.
MINING
CASE
FROM
SIERRA
Phone No.4
applicants
s
PhoiieNQ-- 4
arrows,
enabled
perhaps,
the Oily Water company, was for the Third, Gregorita Barela, Las Vegas. not given out a courtesy which is
Second, Mrs. O. Underwood, K. Las never extended to those who apply for Mr. Rindfleisch to keep his romance
t:se and benefit of the property own-- I
ALSO SETTLED.
a secret. At 2 o'clock, however,
it
ors and inhabitants of the city of Al- Vegas.
marriage licenses. The reason is plain leaked out that the couple had selectThird, Nettie Wartenbe, Springer.
l uquerque, among them the plaintift
embarrass
why
Cupid?
ed the Rev. J. M. Shimer pastor of
Third, Ofelia Baca, Las Vegas.
a property owner whose property was
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
CORPORATION COMMISSION
the St. John's Methodist Episcopal
EleEtta
Rtissel
Mrs.
First,
White,
to
to
raise money
taxed
pay hydrant
Almond Cream iB fine for sunburn and
to perform the wedding cerechurch,
Butte.
phant
wiudburn. Take a bottle with you on
BY THIRD OPINION rentals to the defendant company;
mony at 4 o'clock this afternoon.
. UPHELD
that on July 9, l!ti)!i, his property was First, Rita Hanner, Dwyer.
your vacation.
Former New York Impeachments
i
First, Anne Cox, Clovis.
Get That Prize! It is not necessary
destroyed by fire; that a Are alarm
First, Mrs. Kettle Lee Fitzgerald, to be a skilled draftsman to wm the The Sulzer impeachment proceedings
fire
in
turned
the
was
and
department Clovis.State of New Mexico, ex. rel Stain!
in New York recalls similar proceedNew-OlilOO prize offered by the
and
!ard Home company,
a corporation arrived with hose, fire engine
First, Bess Pennington, Farmington. Santa Fe Prize committee
of th! ings in 1S72 which affected justices of
ten
in
less
other
than
Com-!
vs.
appurtenances
State
Appellant,
Corporation
First, Lena M. Richots, Farmington. Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce.
the supreme court. The impeachmission of the State of New Mexico, niinutes; that the fire company attach
First, Earl Douglas, Aztec.
were a part of the house cleanments
a
have
idea
cat'
In
you
re
you
was
eC
bright
which
its hose,
every
etc., Appellee. From the Corporation
First, Verna Orrin, Raton.
get a draftsman to put it on paper ing following the Tweed exposures.
Commission.
sped adequate for the ready, extinThird, Alice Hutchinson, White Flat. for a moderate fee. So states the sec- L B. Prince was chairman of the juOn December 14, 19U, plaintift, c guishment of said lire if there had
Third, Bishop Butler. Raton.
retary of the Chamber of Oommeroo diciary committee of the legislature
the
under
water
the
lawj
been
that
organized
proper
pressure;
corporation
First, Vaste Marez, Raton.
v ho is anxious to have many more which brought in
the impeachment
of the State of Delaware, made appli- defendant carelessly and negligently
Second, Iva Crawford, Melrose.
seeking the $100 or the $50 resolution, and among other names,
applicants
to
then
cation
the Secretary of the
refused to furnish the hydrants with
First, Miss Georgie Cook, Malaga. or- any other
prize that is offered.
subsequently famous, signed to the reTerritory of New Mexico, for a certi- sufficient water pressure to extinguish . First, Ida Bigbee, Encino.
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND port are those of David B. Hill and
ficate of qualification to permit it i.o saia flve ana By reason of such tor- Second, Moises Sanchez, Delia.
BE SURE.
Samuel J. Tilden. The two judges imtransact business within iew Mexico tuous au,i negligent conduct, on the
Second, Ethel A. Kennedy, Farming-ton- .
You know those good lemon, and peached were Albert Cardozo and
under the provisions of the general i part of the defendant, the plaintiff s
pumpkin pies do not last long at these George G. Barnard.
incorporation laws, making tender of; pioperty Was destroyed; that the
First, Miss Oceola Glass, Raton.
sales, so come early and pick the
etc.
First, Mrs. L. K. Mitchell, Optimo.
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
ure of defendant to provide sufficient
ones you like best at the home cookOn December 21, 1511, the secretary :water
First, Miss Josephine Donnelly, Clo- ing sale at Mr. Winter's store.
nipples of all styles, brushes, baby
wi,n proper pre8Sure, as pro.
oi uie men rerrirory oi iew iviexiu i vided by ordinance and contraot, was vis.
and the most
Lawns Are Beautiful The man or foods, talcum powders
declined to issue the certificate of
to
careful
Carmen
a
Lookout
First,
department
was
prescription
Mt.,
Burt,
but
not
accident,
by
who
woman
prevented
likes a bit of green in
qualification which said refusal was result of a wanton, careless and wil- Tenn.
when ill. Zook's.
baby
help
front of the house should rejoice in
ratified and confirmed by the corporaFirst, Fern Willison, Roswell.
The Ladies' Aid Society of the
ful disregard of the duties and obligathe frequent showers which Visit San
tion commission on January 24, 1912
V.
W.
Mrs.
First,
Anniston.
Willis,
St. John's Methodist church will give
of the
to
several
summer
Fe.
the
ta
tions
this
Never,
litigants
perhaps,
Thereafter plaintift, through its
Third, Candida Ortiz, Santa Fe.
of Albuquerque.
have the lawns taken on a deeper another one of those home cooking
counsel, filed in the office of the clerk city
First, Elizabeth Lansbery, Las Ve- green or looked
at Mr.
quite so pleasing. The sales Saturday August 30, will
Dedefdant's demurrer to the com gas.
lof the district court of Santa Fn
start
Winter's grocery store. Sale
have
and
rains
the
too,
flowers,
helped
the
in
following
grounds.
nature
information
an
the
plaint assigned
county
Third, Belle Eastwood, Des Moines. it is not uncommon to see a
10 o'clock, pies,
cakes,
garden promptly at
1.
Because there is no privity of
of a petition for a writ of mandamus
Third, Sixto Garcia, Santa Fe.
worthy of any California home, These bread, cookies, salads .baked beans,
directed to the state corporation com- contract between the plaintiff and the
Third, Antonia Silva, Santa Fe.
little
beauty spots around the city are etc.
mission to compel that body to issi:t defendant in this cause.
First, Miss Eva Hillan, Lake Arthur. the admiration and wonder of the tourSept. 2 a Big Day Tuesday, Septemtn
to it a certificate of qualltlcation
2. Because the alleged contract set
Second, Ethel Johann, Obar.
ists who had expected to see a desert. ber 2 looms up as a "big day" in Santa
Everything In Hardware.
transact business within New Mexico f(irth in Diaintiffs complaint does not
D.
W. Joiner. Vaughn.
Second, Mrs.
Just Received our Full line of Fe. First of all, the school children
under the provisions oi tne general r,lnlHmiatp the liabilitv sued for.
Third, Mrs. Beatrice Rivera, El Rito. ladies' suits, coats and skirts. Prices will know that it is Tuesday
and
W
LUDWIQ WM. ILPELD.
H. WICKHAM
laws.
incorporation
Third, Refugio Trujillo, Black Lake. moderate.
:;.
in and by said contract
Because
schools
the
it
all
for
know
Call
Fit
ar1
day,
guaranteed.
they'll
.
.
issu-.....
Attorney general waived the
ui
Third, Avelino Lopez, Socorro.
B
fitrl luuii in omu i. uiMym tin,
Inspect samples. Muralter, the tailor. reopen. The city council will meet
pnee of an alternative writ and filed fendant
Third, Miss J. Montoya. Polvadera.
is not an insurer
company
Tennis Games The "prelim" tour- Tuesday to take up important matters
a demurrer to plaintiff's petitio.:
Third, Jose Salazar, Albuquerque.
loss by fire and does not connament at the Santa Fe Club is on of sewers and pavements. An ordiwhich was sustained by the district against
First, Belle Norton, Jenkins.
to extinguish fires
There were many games yesterday. nance must be drafted and a proclamacourt, judgment was entered dismiss- tract
First, Freda Stupe. Albuquerque.
some of them exciting.
March beat tion prepared. The Elks will celebrate
other4.
said
Because
complaint
and
an
appeal
ing plaintiff's petition
First, Mrs. R. L. Parker, Columbus. Dunne,
dance. The
Collilns and Dunne Tuesday with a "non-rag- "
to
fails
in
Judge
other
and
wise
respects
granted.
First, Lucile Mandell, Mesilla Park. defeated March and McKane,
Ir. Santa Fe club will be running Its tenJudgment of the court below affirm state facts sufficient to constitute a
First, Florence C. Smith, Folsoni.
nis tournament Tuesday, unless the
Rolls beat Dunne,
and again
ed.
cause of action.
First, Winnie Morton, Weaubleau, There were
Are there any
many practice games in program is changed.
SYI.UA.BITS.
The demurrer was sustained and Mo.
which
various
racket enthusiasts ether events for that day?
this
appeal.
prosecuted
plaintiff
First, Winnifred Schuler, Dawson.
Corporations or associations doina;
played. Chairman March is anxiou-business by collecting monthly installJudgment of the court below affirmto see more players turn out. assuring
NOTICE TO PATRONS
ments for dues for the accumulation ed.
Valencia Court House.
,
The Santa Fe public schools wil.'
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
every one an opportunity for prac
cl funds out of which to loan those
Syllabus.
Supt. of Public Instruction Alvan N. tice. Dr. Rolls will be on the courts iopen next Tuesday, September 2nd.
'
to such fund amounts fcr
A tax payer has no such direct In- White and other state officials have again this afternoon to give the play- - All children who were in these schools
4 L F Atf A SEEO. Alt kinds of flowers, farden & field seeds in bulk and packages contributing
the purchase of homes are subject to terest in an agreement betwen a mu- received invitations to be
present at ers "pace and force" if they need .f. last year and were promoted to or rethe provisions of chapter 72, Session
and a corporation for sup- Los Lunas, Monday, Sept. 1st, at the
Wanted Milk Cows Five or six tained in a grade need not present
nicipality
Laws
"An
of
relatThe only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Act
1909, entitled
the opening of
plying water as will allow him to sue benediction of the new Valencia coun- first class milk cows from 3 to 5 years themselves before
to
ing
building and loan associations. ex contractu for Breach, or ex delicto ty court house, just completed at a old, must give not less than 3
school. Those who will enter scnoo;
gallons
as doing business in a form and charviolation of the public duty there- cost of $40,000. The formal dedication per day each. In answering this ad- here for the first time, as well as
acter similar to that au'horized to he for assumed.
exercises will be followed by a big bar- vertisement give full particulars as to those who were conditioned in some
by
done by building and loan association!
Phone Black
Phone B'"
becue, and the commissioners expect breed, age, quality of milk when cows work last year are requested to call
organized under the provisions of said Additional
45
45
Teachers Licenses Are to entertain 1500 people. The invita- will be fresh, price, etc Santa Fe at the superintendent's office either
act."
tion received by Mr. White came from Froducts Co.
Granted.
Thursday or Friday afternoon for asThe
The following teachers certificates Eugene Kempenlck, of Peralta, chairat De Vargas Hotel William signment to the proper grade.
Cupid
Union Esperanza Mining Co., AppelH. Rindfleisch, the popular night clerk preliminary teachers' meeting will be
been granted since the publica man of the county commissioners.
have
lant, vs. The Shannon Mining Co, tion of the last list in this paper;
of the De Vargas hotel, took out a held Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock
No. lo27. From
Sierra
Appellee.
Taos County.
marriage licence today, to marry Miss and all teachers are expected to bs
County.
Florence Webb daughter of Charles present.
Third, E. A. Bernal, Taos.
This case arises out of the sale o
J. H. WAGNER,
Webb of College street. The hotel ofThird, Mrs. Casandra Brown, Taos.
certain mining property by the sherif
ficials were asked particulars of the
Inez Dominguez, Penas- Jose
Supt. City Schools
Third,
Don't
ask
credit
for school books.
of Sierra county, under a writ of ven co.
Sold
for
cash only at Weltmer's.
ditioni exponas,
who conveyed
the
Third, Mrs. Emma Martinez, Taos.
Trade at the Modern Market Our
same to the Shandon Mining Co. on
Fidelia Martinez, Questa.
Third,
meats, prices and service are right.
October 17th, 1907.
On September
Third, Eduardo Trujillo, Taos.
f rank Mourer, proprietor.
21st and 22nd, 1908, William Palmer,
de
Third .Manuel Vigil, Ranchos
Don't Forget the ladies' cooking sale
Jr., a stockholder of the plaintiff cor- Taos.
Saturday, August 30, at Winter's gro-- I
poration, appellant here, took certain
Taos.
Third, Mary Adamson,
eery store. Come early and get some- slops looking to the redemption of said
Third, Bascom H. Brown, Taos.
mining property from the sheriff's
iiu u, ihi. ouyui vuuuua, nuiiin.
Want.H n r.ov, Apply at Hotel De
sale referred to, and for which certaiu
Third, Cordie Cox, Taos.
Vargas.
tenders were made.
Third, Juan Eturriaga, Park View,
fou will find many good smokes in
This suit was brought to redeem tho
San Luis, our
Third, Fred Gonzales,
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
in
described
the
Phone 12.
cigar case. No trouble to select
property
complaint Colo.
the particular size, shape and shade
land concerning which the alleged ten
Taos.
Third, Manuelita Gonzales,
Iders were made, and was tried by
Zook's.
you like.
Third, Ruth Hatch, Salida, Colo.
A Nobby Line of Fall and Winter
the court without jury, the judgment
David Lucero, Black Lake.
Third,
suitings and overcoats at Muralter's
being for the defendant
company.
Third, Eliseo Lucero, Las Sauces.
FOR
RENT Five room modern
jfrom which judgment this appeal wai Colo.
house one and
taken.
blocks from
Judgment of court below afC.
Taos.
Third,
Luna,
Timothy
firmed.
Always
plaza. Joseph B. Hayward.
Antonio Martinez, Taos.
The Hardware Man Says :'
Second,
SYLLABUS.
Masons
to
Attend
St.
The
John's
Second, Filomen Martinez, Taos.
A tender by a debtor to a creditor
members of the various Masonic
Be it for "Chorlng," "Fishing," "Camping or Prowling" the REThird, Jose B. Martinez, Costilla.
MODERN AND
(who in good faith asserts that the
LIABLE HARDWARE STORE have made it one of their dutie3 ,
Cos bodies of the city will be the guests
Third,
Tranquilino
Manchego,
13
amount tendered is insufficient)
St. John's Methodist
of
Life to supply the early risers of this community with the very best
Episcopal
ALWAYSUPJO-DATnot as good a tender if it be coupled tilla.
church next Sunday evening at which
and most up-tdate thing ir the Lantern line. They handle the kind
First,' Mrs. A. McGowan, Taos.
with such conditions that the accept
an
time
appropriate sermon will be dethat gives steady, bright light, is easy to light, clean, rewick and
Third, Jacob Mondragon, Ranches de
LARGE LOBBY
lance of the same will involve an ad
livered by the pastor.
does not blow out rrt the gale, smoke nor leak.
Taos.
mission
the
more
no
creditor that
by
Milk
Wanted
one
wagon
All the way from 50c to $2.50.
driver,
AND
VERANDAS
Second, Mrs. Margaret Newby, Ar
is due.
familiar with city preferred. PermaSeco.
By the way do you need anything for the Stable? Salt Bricks for
royo
The right of redemption is created
nent position to right party. Santa
Third, Pablo Quintana, Taos.
your Horses and Cows.
COMFORTABLE
PORCH
by statute and the beneficiary of such
Fe Products Co.
Taos.
Filemon
Remember it pays to get It at
Third,
Sanchez,
SWINGS and ROCKERS
legislation must take the privilege
Her-rerLicense
Nicholas
Marriage
Third, Daisy Schafranka, Rinconada.
burdened with all its restrictions.
son of Lupe Herrera, proprietor
Service and Cuisine
Third, Alfredo Trujillo, Taos.
the Best in the City
My Home.
Third, Calendonio Trujillo, Costilla. of the Coronado restaurant, took out n
Three decisions were handed down
marriage license to wed Miss
Ample facilities for large
Alfonso
Third,
Vigil,
Talpa.
and small banquets,
by the supreme court, two yesterday
Ortiz, daughter of Gabino Ortiz.
Second, Bessie Tipton, Watrous.
j
afternoon and one this morning. In
Both are well known In this city. The
Miscellaneous.
one an important point Is decided reFirst, M. A. Esquivel, Tierra Amaril- - wedding ceremony will be performed
lating to the liability of a public ser- la.
at the Cathedral of St. Francis by tho
vice corporation to a tax payer for
m. tiev. .consignor
Third, Demetrio Quintana, Gascon.
AMERICAN PLAN
ourchegu, on
SPECIAL RATES
damages sustained. The case was apFirst, Lolita Alexander, Hillsboro.
Monday morning.
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
pealed from Bernalillo county, and
BY THE WEEK
'NUFF SAID. GNAGEY
Third, Refugio Aragon, Kirkland.
ERVIEN.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
was a suit for damages against the
More Members
Some of the boost- First, Emma Eschleman, Las Vegas.
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We have the Nobbiest Decorative
Iron Fences, Gates and Railings.
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LET US FIGURE

on your wants. Our prices are right.

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
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LEO HERSCH

LOCAL ITEMS.

NOW!
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Apples and
Crab Apples

I

j

one-ha- lf

Stop

at the Ancient City's Pride,
E

o

The Reliable Hardware Store,

HOTEL DE VARGAS
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Are You Interested in a Guaranteed Investment?
A few

has been here for thirty years, and has paid for the property he oc- cupied several times over in rentals, bought the place, but paid
four times more than he could have got it for at the outset.
of our
citizens have READ THE CARDS and
purchased beautiful residence lots on Don Diego Heights and are
now planning to build themselves homes on this splendid, well- planned avenue, all of which will be on the NEW OLD SANTA FE PLAN.
far-seei- ng

I
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years ago any residence lot in this city could have been
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Such an opportunity to secure a fine lot close in and at a price
?

few

be s0,d

,ots, c,osest in and on the new watcr maln remain to
TsPeciaI
prices, special terms, selected patrons, time
pay-abo- ut

ments, no Interest, no taxes, beautiful,
avenue,
leys, magnificent vista, street straight, houses straight, sidewalks
and shade trees straight. Still, we will have in its truest sense,

-

well-plann-

al-Ma-

ed

ny

THE NEW OLD SANTA FE PLAN
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